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Choose Raw Travel for active life
defining travel experiences.

Be inspired and take a life-defining journey with Raw Travel. Free yourself from everyday life and
embrace a walking or cycling itinerary that creates your travel dream. Our Camino specialists

will save you precious time by using their expert knowledge to tailor-make your Spanish
pilgrimage to capture the essence of why you love to travel.

Real Adventures WorldwideThe Spiritual Pilgrimage of the Camino de Santiago

Trusted Operator: We have been booking and operating
walking adventure trips for over 16 years.

Knowledge: You deal direct with our local travel specialists
offering personal insights and insider tips.

Personalised Service (speak to an expert): We have created
trips from our own personal experiences and have on the
ground knowledge we share with you.

Accommodation: We select accommodation that reflects the
character of the destination and provides the best experience.

Freedom & Flexibility (with tailor-made walks): We provide
expert knowledge to structure your trips the way you want
them to be.
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I had an amazing time on the Camino and everything
went smoothly and worked very well.All the
accommodation was perfect, the people lovely and the
bag transfers seamless.Thank you for arranging
everything so well. I would recommend you to anyone
who is thinking of walking the Camino in this way.
Sarah Sullivan. (Adelaide)
Leon to Santiago, May 2015

Many thanks to you and the other staff at RAW
We would like to say thank you to you and the team at
Raw Travel for the work you did in organising our
Camino Experience.We had an amazing time.All the
accommodation that was organised was wonderful and
we had no problems with our luggage transfers. Our
bags were even delivered to our rooms in most cases!
The directions to the accommodation were clear and
we had no trouble finding them.When we first
enquired about walking the Camino, I asked a question
about being able to access gluten free food, as I am a
coeliac. If you get an enquiry like that in the future,
please let the person know that in my experience,
there are no problems. I carried my own small snacks,
but was easily able to find suitable meals for breakfast
at all the accommodation and then lunch and dinner at
places on the way.At Palas de Rai, Hotel Casa Benilde,
they even had a labelled gluten free selection at the
breakfast buffet.The owner of this hotel was an
exceptional host. Once again, thank you to all at Raw
Travel.
Elizabeth and Stephen Dale (Bundaberg)
Madrid Santiago, May 2015

Everything went well and we had a lovely time. It all ran
like clockwork.We liked our accommodation and the
rural stays were beautiful and a real highlight. It was
lovely to walk into someone’s home and enjoy a home
cooked meal. It was physically challenging but not
beyond us, I would recommend some training.We were

almost disappointed walking into Santiago that the trip
was ending but are thinking of going back in 2016.We
would use Raw Travel again, it was a fabulous trip.
Wendy and David James (Hawthorn EastVIC)
Camino Highlights, June 2015

Ah! The Santiago Pilgrimage – I wanted to do it years
ago just didn’t get the chance. Meantime, so many I
know have ‘done it’ and Camino has become a byword.
Then I had the opportunity to add my footprints to the
thousands who have walked this Way over the years.
Looking back now – I hold something very precious in
union with other pilgrims: Friendly conversations, great
(and necessary) coffee breaks (great coffee!) the many
kindnesses received from the locals and from people
from every nation known to me; help with my limited
Spanish, a lesson in being patient with myself and with
others; wonderful surroundings, gorgeous, friendly
people, comfortable accommodation, wonderful food,
great company everywhere, such a unique experience.
The most welcome sight:The bath tub at the end of the
walk.The best feeling: I did it! I’m so lucky. I’m so
grateful. So many thanks to Mel and the team at RAW
Travel.The whole adventure was only possible because
of their excellent preparation, planning, transfer
arrangements and bookings.The ground support was
good too. If you are considering taking the journey -
don’t hesitate – don’t think age – just think ability and
good health. Just in case it’s relevant I am a very lucky
and healthy 75 years of age.
Columba Howard (Dandenong,Victoria) Sarria to
Santiago, June 2015

The itinerary was 5/5 and everything went according to
plan - the highlight was Astorga and combining walking
and cycling in our Camino trip. We enjoyed the hotels,
especially the Paradors. This was a high quality
experience from start to finish and we would travel
with RAW travel again.
Wendy and Chris Fletcher (Brighton,Vic)
Tailor Made walk and cycle trip,Aug 2015

Pilgrim experiences
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Sandra has an obsession for walking and trekking and has now hiked trails and tracks in Patagonia, Peru,Turkey, Spain,
Italy, UK, New Zealand and Australia and has travelled to over 35 countries. Sandra especially loves travel to countries
such as Burundi,Tanzania, India, Bolivia and Peru and particularly enjoys travelling on local buses and trains and going
missing with the locals! Her experience and sense of adventure will have your Camino trip perfectly planned for a life
defining experience.

A traveller at heart,Tori loves hiking through exceptional landscapes, breathing in the fresh mountain air & challenging
herself.The interactions and experiences that she has had along the way with local villagers and fellow adventurers has
been invaluable and has fuelled her passion for traveling the world by foot rather than by vehicle. Her travels have taken
her to hike the Himalayan Mountains and climb as the Incas did to Machu Picchu. She has dreamt of doing the Camino
de Santiago for many years & walking in the footsteps of so many others on her own spiritual journey.

Meet your Camino Travel Specialists

Having just returned from her own Camino journey, Elize is your Camino de Santiago Operations Manager. Elize is
drawn to walking and cycling adventures and loves the freedom and exhilaration of being outdoors; the sounds, the
fragrances and the sights are sensory experiences heightened when cycling and walking through country landscapes.
Elize will book the best accommodation available and make sure that your luggage arrives as planned each day for a
perfectly Pilgrim experience.

Mel has trekked and cycled in more than 20 countries (including the Camino de Santiago) and travelled to over 50
countries worldwide. She is passionate, knowledgeable and experienced with travel planning, quoting and building
flexible itineraries. She has led a Nepal trek, completed the Kumano Kodo trail and is always planning more travel
including going back to the Camino. Her extensive travel experience coupled with her many years of nursing ensures
that she is able to take a personal dream and plan the perfect trip for every fitness level and capability.
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The Statistics:
• The length of Camino de Santiago from Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port to Santiago de Compostela: is 800 km (497 miles).
• Number of personalised itineraries Raw Travel has designed: over 1500 in the last 2 years.
• Typical age range: from 40 – 60 years, youngest 19 and oldest 85.
• Best times to travel: April to July or September to October.
• Recommended time to walk the full Camino: 41 days including some rest days.
• Most popular route: Camino Frances beginning Saint-Jean-Pied-de-Port in France and passing through

Pamplona, Logroño, Burgos, Leon, and Astorga.The pilgrimage to Santiago concludes at the Tomb of Saint James in
the Cathedral of Santiago de Compostela.

• To qualify for your Compostela: Pilgrims need to have at least two sellos (stamps) per day for the last 100
kms (if walking) or 200 kms (if cycling).

Frequently Asked Questions

What sort of footwear is best for the CaminoTrail?
Generally speaking Hiking boots are the best choice for the Camino. BUT the answer may depend to an extent on what
month you are walking and which sections.A good fitting, well-worn in hiking boot will keep your feet dry in wet & muddy
conditions, protect your toes when walking over rough rocky ground and give you good stability when wearing a pack – these
factors make a lightweight, waterproof hiking boot the best choice. If you are walking in the warmer summer months then you
may consider a pair of outdoor trainers as an alternative – though bear in mind that you may not have the same ankle support
and stability if you are carrying a full pack. A long days walk in runners may leave you with quite sore feet especially if the
ground surface is rough. So although it may be good to have a spare pair of outdoor shoes / runners for hot weather the
recommendation is mainly for hiking boots.

Can I add on the Finisterre section with RawTravel?
Finisterre is an increasingly popular coastal “add on” to your Camino trip and can be done as a 3 – 4 day, 87 km walk through
to the rugged Atlantic coast.This is also an easy day or overnight bus trip from the local bus station in Santiago and the journey
takes between 2 and 2 1⁄2 hrs and leaves up to 6 times per day.This point was considered to be the“end of the world” by
medieval pilgrims. (Finis Terrae comes from the Latin end of the earth).

What are the Casa Rurales like?
The Casa Rurales provide an extra element to your Camino trip.They are usually wonderfully restored family run country
houses that offer a real insight into authentic Spanish life.The owners will cook for you, often using home produce for their
garden.They are usually a little way off the Camino which is part of their charm, and you will be collected from and returned
to the Camino, well rested, the following day. If you are staying at a Casa Rurales they may only accept cash for your stay.

Is there Wi-Fi on the Camino?
Yes in some places and like anywhere service is generally available on the Camino route. Most Albergues many will have Wi-Fi
access. If you book with Raw Travel many of the more comfortable properties have free Wi-Fi access.There is also Wi-Fi
available in many of the eating places along the way.

Should I learn Spanish before I go on the Camino?
Yes we highly recommend that you learn some Spanish.You will be required to have basic Spanish to converse with the locals
and it will make your journey even more enjoyable and authentic.

For more than a thousand years Pilgrims have walked the Camino de Santiago (Way of Saint James), seeking penance,
enlightenment and adventure.Their destination was Santiago de Compostela, where it is believed the remains of the Apostle
St. James and patron saint of Spain are buried.Today Pilgrims still choose the Camino de Santiago as a personal gift of time: to
connect with their dreams, beliefs and values, to be in Nature or to find inner strength and wisdom.There are many ways to
complete your journey and Raw Travel will help you build an itinerary that best suits your personal ability, fitness and travel
style.
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For more FAQ’s visit our Camino information site: www.caminodesantiago.com.au
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